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petuating the myth that tax law is neutral and 'objective. To the
extent that tax law is assumed to be different, it is not examined the
way other areas of the law have been examined through racial and
ethnic lenses. 6 To the extent that tax law is assumed to be different,
any disparate impact based upon race or ethnicity will continue unabated. My scholarship is dedicated to forever eradicating the beimpact
lief that tax law is somehow different, that it has no differing
7
characteristic.
other
any
or
ethnicity,
race,
upon
based
Taxation is the result of a body of law including congressional
statutes, the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the
"Code"), interpretive agency pronouncements, and judicial decision-making. 8 Given that description, it is no surprise that tax laws
will have differing impacts based upon race, gender, and other defining characteristics. Knowing that race matters and proving that
race matters, however, are separate endeavors.
In order to unmask how race operates in the tax laws, I had to
begin outside of the federal tax laws. I have consulted historical,
political, and sociological materials, to name a few. I have become
relentless in the pursuit of information. I find myself talking to
complete strangers on airplanes the minute I find out that they are
involved in one of the above-mentioned areas. I have found obtaining information in those areas just as difficult as it has been unmasking the racism that operates in the tax laws.
I believe that there is an important story to tell, just with respect to the difficulty of obtaining information. For example, the
Internal Revenue Service does not keep tax return data by race. 9 I
am not suggesting that it is a good idea for revenue agents to know
the racial or ethnic identity of a taxpayer when deciding when to
supra note 3, at 25, 26 (Stating that "tax fictions can be dangerous. They can
mask underlying motives and biases and they can cause unforeseen harms.").
6. See, e.g., Regina Austin, Sapphire Bound!, 1989 Wis. L. REV. 539; Kimberle
Crenshaw, Demarginalizingthe Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist Critique
of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory and Antiracist Politics, 1989 U. CHI.
LEGAL F. 139; Angela P. Harris, Race and Essentialism in Feminist Legal Theory, 42
STAN. L. REV. 581 (1990); Dorothy E. Roberts, Punishing Drug Addicts Who Have
Babies: Women of Color, Equality, and the Right of Privacy, 104 HARV. L. REV. 1419
(1991).
7. Legal scholarship exists on the relationship between sexual orientation and tax
law. See, e.g., Patricia A. Cain, Same-Sex Couples and the Federal Tax Laws, 1 LAw &
AMERICA,

SEXUALITY 97 (1991).
8. See JOSEPH M. DODGE ET AL., FEDERAL INCOME TAX: DOCTRINE, STRUCTURE AND POLICY 6-14 (1995).

9. Telephone Interview with John Kaminsky, IRS Statistics Branch (Nov. 8, 1996)
(stating that the IRS does not ask for any racial identity information).
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audit that taxpayer. What I am saying is that if I cannot uncover
data as to who pays taxes by racial and ethnic identity, I will never
be able to rise to Professor Culp's earlier challenge. The good news
is that the Census Bureau collects more data than you will probably
ever have time to analyze. It is that data base and an angel in the
form of Mark Carozza, who works at the Institute for Policy Research at the University of Cincinnati, that have enabled me to do
the preliminary work that I have done.
The United States Census Bureau collects household information data by race and ethnic identity. The Bureau's individual
records are available in the Public Use Micro-Data Sample. As I
state in my forthcoming book chapter entitled The MarriageBonus!
Penalty in Black and White, I found that black couples are more
likely to pay a marriage penalty and white couples are more likely
to receive a marriage bonus. 10 The marriage bonus/penalty analysis
is a result of the convergence of three different factors, namely: how
the Code is written and interpreted; the employment discrimination
experienced by black workers and white women in the labor market; and the differing marriage rates of black and white women.
Let us examine each in turn.
First, the tax laws. The disparate impact of the marriage bonus/penalty is attributable to three tax principles. The Code allows
married couples to file joint returns.11 Husbands and wives can allocate up to one-half of their income to a non-working spouse and
have that assigned income taxed at a rate lower than if that spouse
were single. 12 That lower tax liability is referred to herein as a marriage bonus. The Code rewards those families whose income is
earned by only one spouse.
Alternatively, if husbands and wives both work, and earn
roughly equal amounts, they will pay taxes as a couple that is considerably higher than those they would pay as single adults.' 3 That
higher tax liability is referred to herein as the marriage penalty.
The Code penalizes those families with two wage earners. I would
note that for purposes of the Code, who is married and eligible to
10. See Brown, supra note 3, at 45. Although a more complete analysis would
take into account racial and ethnic differences affecting Hispanic-American, AsianAmerican, and Native-American families, the book chapter was a preliminary step in
that direction.
11. See I.R.C. § 1(a) (1994). Joint returns are not mandatory and the alternative
of filing "married filing separately" is available.
12. See DODGE ET AL., supra note 8, at 138.
13. See id. at 139.
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file a joint return is determined by reference to state law. 14 That
makes same-sex and opposite-sex couples only eligible for joint filing status if recognized as married under state or local law.
The second tax principle that is a factor in this analysis is that
the Code taxes income at progressive rates. As a result, the marriage penalty is the highest on the two-income family that earns
roughly equal amounts of income. 15 The second wage earner's first
dollar of income is added on top of the spouse's salary and taxed at
the spouse's highest marginal tax rate. The second wage earner
does not receive the benefit of the lower tax rate that was applied
to the spouse's first dollar of wage income. Progressive tax rates
penalize the second wage earner. Alternatively, to the extent that
there is only one wage earner in the household, progressive tax
rates coupled with the joint tax return provisions afford that household a marriage bonus.
The third tax principle is that the judiciary allows the value of
services, such as child care, provided by family members to the
household to go untaxed. 16 As a result, those three principles result
in marriage tax penalties and marriage bonuses. A married couple
can pay a higher tax when they marry or receive a reduced tax liability when they marry. The Code is not marriage neutral, and as
previously mentioned, my research indicates that the marriage penalty couple is more likely to be black, and the marriage bonus
couple is more likely to be white. This is not because the Code
explicitly limits its penalties to blacks and bonuses to whites, but
because the Code operates in the context of larger societal issues. I
will next address those larger societal issues, namely employment
discrimination and differing marriage rates.
I will focus on two aspects of employment discrimination, specifically, wage discrimination and differing labor participation rates.
First, "[f]or every dollar earned by a "white man, a white woman
earned 78g, a black man earned 74.8g, and a black woman earned
66g." 17 Second, the labor force participation rates of married women differ according to race. In 1990, "73 percent of married black
14. See 4 BORIS I. BITrKER & LAWRENCE LOKKEN, FEDERAL TAXATION OF INcoME,ESTATES AND GIFTS 111.3.6 (1992); Cain, supra note 7, at 97; Toni Robinson &
Mary Moers Wenig, Marry in Haste, Repent at Tax Time: Marital Status as a Tax Determinant, 8 VA. TAX REV. 773, 792-95 (1989).
15. See John Brozovsky & A.J. Cataldo II, A HistoricalAnalysis of the "Marriage
Tax Penalty," 21 Accr. HISTORIANS J. 163, 166 (1994).
16. See, e.g., Staudt, supra note 3, at 1576.
17. Brown, supra note 3, at 52 (footnotes omitted).
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women were in the waged labor force, compared to 64 percent for
married white women."' 18 The labor force participation rates for
men have declined over the past twenty years, but this decline has
been greater for black men than for white men. 19
Finally, we observe differing marriage rates. Thirty-six percent
of black women. and sixty-eight percent of white women were in
married-couple households in 1990.20 Assuming that taxes affect
behavior, including the decision to marry, 21 could the tax laws be
operating in a way that discourages black women from marrying
and encourages white women to marry? Additional empirical work
needs to be done, but I suggest that it will yield some fruitful
results.
Now we are ready to examine how the convergence of the tax
principles, employment discrimination, and differing marital rates
result in black couples being more likely to pay a higher marriage
penalty and white couples being more likely to receive a marriage
bonus. As a result of wage discrimination, black men and women
earn wages closer in amounts than white men and women. This
assumes, however, that black men marry black women and white
men marry white women. Given that interracial marriages are still
rare, this is a safe assumption. 22 In addition, more black married
women are in the labor force. Accordingly, black couples are more
likely to have household income split roughly equal. Given that the
greatest marriage penalty exists in households where two wage
earner couples earn equal amounts, married black couples, with a
higher percentage of two wage earners, with salaries closer than
white couples, are more likely to pay a marriage penalty than white
couples.
Yet an additional factor in the analysis is that most black wo18. Id. at 49.
19. See id. at 51. The decline in labor participation rates for younger, white men
has been attributed to advanced educational opportunities. See BETrE WOODY, BLACK
WOMEN IN THE WORKPLACE: IMPACTS OF STRUCTURAL CHANGE IN THE ECONOMY 147
(1992).
20. See Reynolds Farley, The Common Destiny of Blacks and Whites: Observations about the Social and Economic Status of the Races, in RACE INAMERICA 197, 212
(Herbert Hill & James E. Jones, Jr. eds., 1993).
21. See James Aim & Leslie A. Whittington, Does the Income. Tax Affect Marital
Decisions?, 48 NAT'L TAX J. 565, 571 (1995) (finding that "the probability of marriage
falls as the marriage tax increases").
22. See Robert G. Wood, Marriage Rates and MarriageableMen: A Test of the
Wilson Hypothesis, 30 J. HUM. RESOURCES 163, 172 (1995) (reporting that "in 1985,
98.9 percent of black married women and 96.6 percent of black married men had a
black spouse").
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men are not married, and most white women are married. Therefore, most black women receive neither the marriage penalty nor
the marriage bonus. Recall the question I posed earlier: Does the
Code play a role in the marriage decision? As heads-of-households, black women are disproportionately poor.23 Eighty percent
of families headed by black women were in poverty, while fifty-five
24
percent of families headed by white women were in poverty.
White men and women earn wages further apart in amounts.
Therefore, even if they pay a marriage penalty, it will not be nearly
as great as black couples. Given that 74.8g is closer to 66g than 78g
is closer to one dollar, black couples are more likely to pay a higher
marriage penalty than white couples.
Is it just a coincidence that the most penalized married couple
would be that of a black man and a white woman? Seventy-eight
cents is even closer to 74.8g than those wages of a black married
couple. In that household, however, white women would make
more than their black male husbands.
As a result of wage discrimination, white males earn the highest salaries. One dollar can buy more than the 74.8V black men can
earn. White men can more economically afford to provide for their
families based upon their salaries alone. Accordingly, white wives
do not have to work for the family to survive economically, and if
they do work, they will receive less wages, again a result of employment discrimination. Those two instances of discrimination, coupled with the exclusion from taxable income of the value of the
services that wives provide for the family, provide incentives for
white women to work inside the home, and for the family to receive
a marriage bonus. 25 As noted earlier, we observe that married
white women are not in the labor force to as great an extent as
married black women.
Although far more research needs to be done, it seems clear
that the Code has a different impact on black and white households
where both marriage penalties and marriage bonuses are analyzed.
Although the Code did not cause the societal racism that results in
employment discrimination and differing marriage rates, the Code
is operating to exacerbate that racism by penalizing black couples
and benefitting white couples. Accordingly, the Code's role in reinforcing societal racism must be challenged and eliminated.
23.
24.
25.

See Farley, supra note 20, at 213-17.
See id.
See Brown, supra note 3, at 53.
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I will conclude with a brief discussion of how I teach sensitive
issues involving racial and ethnic identity. First, I have only recently begun to explore issues of race and tax law, and anticipate
incorporating some of these ideas in my Tax Policy course this Fall.
What I have always done in Tax Policy that has met with the most
resistance, however, is to critique the print media. I generally find
newspaper clippings on relevant tax topics, and proceed to rip apart
the newspaper articles in class. I encourage the students to do the
same. What I have observed is that those who agree with the Wall
Street Journal don't like it when I rip the Journal'sviews apart, and
those who agree with the New York Times don't like it when I rip
apart the Times's views. Yet, by the time the semester is complete,
I find less resistance, given that I am an equal opportunity criticizer.
I manage to annoy all of my students. That's when I know that I
have had a good semester. As an aside, I also know whether I have
had a good semester outside of the classroom by counting the
number of colleagues that I have managed to annoy. In the five
years that I have spent in the legal academy, I have had an extraordinary number of good semesters both inside and outside of
class.
In my State and Local Finance course, which I have taught for
five years, I spend a few weeks carefully examining education funding cases. Those cases involve issues of race and ethnicity, taxes
and education-a fairly volatile mix. So it is important that I set a
respectful tone early in the semester, which I do by inviting student's views, but challenging them to unmask their underlying assumptions-but doing so with the utmost respect for those
assumptions. I find students are as respectful to you as you are to
them.
In the early part of the State and Local Finance course, we
don't touch upon racially sensitive matters, but we do touch upon
politically sensitive matters-which are often just as volatile. At
the first class, we discuss which branch of government the student's
fear the most: the federal, state, local, or judiciary. When students
respond (and they do respond) I seek to get them to understand
that their colleagues' views are just as important, and just as biased
as their own. The biases come out slowly, but they come out. I
usually unmask the biases by challenging their underlying beliefs. I
ask, "What is your cite for that proposition?" When they concede
that they have no cite, but that it is based upon personal observations, that is an important moment in class. I ask them if they can
understand how that might not be persuasive to-those with different
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experiences, different personal observations. How will you reach
them? What if those with different experiences are the judges considering your client's case? How can you best represent your client
given the judiciary's bias? Of course, this assumes that we spend a
good part of the semester critically evaluating the court's decisions.
Students react in a variety of ways to the process, however.
They tend to be rather cynical by the time I get them and actually
enjoy shooting at judicial decisions. They tend to like this exercise
less when the judge has the same bias that they have, although
rarely do they see it as a bias until a colleague points it out in the
class discussion. They usually resist. I don't try to change their
minds. I just ask, "Do you see how your belief is formed upon an
assumption that others may not share? That if you continue to
make arguments based upon that unshared assumption you may
lose your audience?" That is the most that I can hope for. I have
however, had the gratifying experience of having my students come
to me after the semester is over and say that I made them think
about things they never thought about. It is such moments that
make this process worthwhile.
To summarize, I recommend putting your race lenses on, relentlessly exposing the disparate impact that your intuition tells you
is there in whatever subject you teach, and surrounding yourselves
with scholars, that are supportive of your work. Thank you and
happy hunting.

